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STONE MEMORIAL PLAQUES – FEES FROM 1ST APRIL 2020 

All prices include VAT 

7 ½” x 12” INSCRIBED PLAQUE                      £   p                                  

REPLACEMENT PLAQUE for an additional inscription..............   200.40 

 

9” x 12” INSCRIBED PLAQUE 

(The fee includes the right to have a plaque in the Memorial Garden for a period of 5 or 10 years as indicated) 

Fixed onto a SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 5 years ...............................   577.80 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ..........................................................................   660.80 

Fixed onto a SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 10 years ............................   717.60 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ..........................................................................   800.40 

 

Fixed onto a RENOVATED SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 5 years ..   442.80 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ……………………………….. ..............................   525.60 

Fixed onto a RENOVATED SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 10 years   582.60 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ……………………………… ................................   665.40 

N.B. Renovated bases look exactly like new bases  

 

REPLACEMENT PLAQUE for an additional inscription ....................................   223.20 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ..........................................................................   306.00 

 

9” x 18” INSCRIBED PLAQUE 

Fixed onto a SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 5 years ...............................   734.40 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ..........................................................................   817.20 

Fixed onto a SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 10 years ............................   874.20 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ..........................................................................   957.00 

 

Fixed onto a RENOVATED SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 5 years  .   601.20 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ……………………………….. ..............................   684.00 

Fixed onto a RENOVATED SANDSTONE or GRANITE base for 10 years   741.00 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ………………………………… ............................   823.80 

N.B. Renovated bases look exactly like new bases 

 

REPLACEMENT PLAQUE for an additional inscription ....................................   297.00 

As above, but including a MOTIF* ..........................................................................   379.00 

 

*The fee quoted for MOTIFS is for a standard design. Other designs are available at additional costs. 

 

PORCELAIN PHOTO PLAQUE - Can be fixed onto any stone memorial plaque 

Photo plaque with one portrait ...............................................................................   166.80 

Photo plaque with two portraits .............................................................................   244.80 

Photo plaque with three portraits ..........................................................................   277.80 

 

MEMORIAL DETAILS 

7 ½” X 12” inscribed plaque fixed to a 16” x 12” base 

9” x 12” inscribed plaque fixed to a 18” x 12” base 

9” x 18” inscribed plaque fixed to a 18” x 18” base 

BASES made of black or grey granite 

PLAQUES made of black, grey, red pearl or blue pearl granite 

LETTERING inscribed (2 styles) with choice of colours gold leaf, white, silver, light grey, black 

MOTIF chosen from a selection 


